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A FINANCE BILL

TO APPROPRIATE A MAXIMUM OF $700 (SEVEN HUNDRED DOLLARS) OF THE STUDENT SENATE CONTINGENCY TO HELP WITH COSTS ASSOCIATED WITH RIDE LSU WAKE HOSTING A TOURNAMENT AT ULM.

PARAGRAPH 1: WHEREAS, RIDE LSU WAKE, A STUDENT ORGANIZATION AT LSU HAS HOSTED AN EVENT IN MONROE, LA, “LA WAKE TOUR 2011,” AND

PARAGRAPH 2: WHEREAS, THIS EVENT WILL REPRESENT THE UNIVERSITY IN A POSITIVE MANNER ON THE NATIONAL STAGE, AND SHOWCASE THE UNIVERSITIES BROAD RANGE OF TALENT OFF CAMPUS, AND

PARAGRAPH 3: WHEREAS, IN KEEPING A BROAD RANGE OF STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS AND SHOWCASING OUR TALENT WE HAVE HERE AT LSU, WE CAN STRIVE TO MAINTAIN OUR FLAGSHIP INSTITUTION AND SHOWCASE IT THROUGHOUT THE STATE, AND

PARAGRAPH 4: THEREFORE, BE IT ENACTED BY THE STUDENT SENATE OF LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY AGRICULTURAL AND MECHANICAL COLLEGE THAT A MAXIMUM OF SEVEN HUNDRED ($700) DOLLARS BE ALLOCATED FROM THE STUDENT SENATE CONTINGENCY FOR EXPENSES ASSOCIATED WITH THE FUNDING OF LA WAKE TOUR 2011 TO SUPPORT THE RIDE LSU WAKE ORGANIZATION.

PARAGRAPH 5: THIS BILL SHALL TAKE EFFECT UPON PASSAGE BY A TWO-THIRDS (2/3) VOTE OF THE LSU STUDENT SENATE AND SIGNATURE BY THE PRESIDENT, UPON LAPSE OF TIME FOR PRESIDENTIAL ACTION, OR IF VETOED BY THE PRESIDENT AND SUBSEQUENTLY APPROVED BY THE SENATE, ON THE DATE OF SUCH APPROVAL.

Approved:

__________________________  __________________________
Brooksie Bonvillain            J Ryan Hudson
Speaker of the Senate           Student Body President

Date:_________________________  Date:_________________________